What’s the latest in neurorehab?

Join us for an exciting, interactive program on robotic exoskeletons, facilitated by Gaylord Specialty Healthcare’s Ekso trained physical therapists.

Enjoy hearty refreshments while watching a live demonstration of Ekso Bionics’ wearable exoskeleton, EksoGT™, and learn how Gaylord is incorporating it into its rehabilitation practices.

Applications and Case Study
5:00 - 6:00 PM
Erika Ozdemirer PT, DPT, NCS, Stephanie Zanvettor PT, MSPT, CBIS, Tim Kilbride PT, DPT, and Ingrid Marschner PT, will discuss the clinical application of wearable robotic exoskeletons.

EksoGT™ with SmartAssist
6:00 - 7:00 PM
Live demonstration of the wearable exoskeleton for clinical rehabilitation featuring Jillian Harpin and Tyler Fielstra with Gaylord Ekso trained therapists.

Q&A, Networking and Tours
7:00 - 7:30 PM

RSVP by Monday, April 23rd at www.gaylord.org/Eksoevent

Gaylord Hospital | Brooker Lecture Hall
50 Gaylord Farm Road | Wallingford, CT
www.gaylord.org

A hearty array of appetizers will be accompanied by wine and beer service.

Questions? Contact Kim Thompson at kthompson@gaylord.org or call (203) 679-3557